IV. COUNCIL LIAISON TOOLS

- Review current language of GNSO OP in relation to section 3.7 and put forward proposed clarification to indicate a 3.7 appeal does not

- Develop briefing document as well as slides to explain concept of "consensus" in the PDP

- Translate briefing document into GNSO Learn Training module

- Develop list of roles and responsibilities descriptions of PDP Chair derived from GNSO Operating Procedures

- #6. Document expectations for WG leaders (Chairs/Co-Chairs/Leads) that outlines role & responsibilities as well as minimum skills /

III. PDP LEADERSHIP TOOLS

- Review small team conclusions and proposed implementation of this improvement

- See #11 - Adapt fact sheet that is being used for EPDP Team to template so it can also be used for other efforts

- Review small team conclusions and proposed implementation of this improvement

- Consider the establishment of panel of volunteer mediators that can be called upon when appropriate.

- #15. Independent conflict resolution.

- Develop draft set of criteria to evaluate request for data gathering and document this as a checklist to be used by a PDP WG

- Review GNSO Operating Procedures and determine what changes, if any, need to be made to implement this practice

- Review small team conclusions and proposed implementation of this improvement

- Continue work of the SPS sub-group to make specific PDP 3.0 implementation recommendations.

- See previous item re. investigation set of project management tools

- Advise PDP leadership teams and Council liaisons that any changes to timeline for deliverables are expected to be communicated to

- Following completion of WG self-assessments, GNSO council to review post-PDP evaluations and engage with PDP WG leadership.

- Prepare a comparison table for the proposed Working Group models, which could include several factors: membership eligibility, 

- Develop overview of different model options that have been used to date in the context of PDPs or other.

- Obtain input from current PDP Chairs

- Consult with ICANN Ombudsman on mechanisms / measures to seek affirmative commitment from WG members

- Consult with existing PDP Chairs whether the introduction of such a statement of participation would be deemed helpful, either for

- #1. Terms of participation for WG members

- #10. Communicate pathway for appealing a 3.7 decision to ICANN Ombudsman

- #12. Consider development of a template request for data gathering

- #9. Provide template for appeal to ICANN Ombudsman (including instructions)

- #13. Consider development of a template request for data gathering